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Expectations and Reminders

The Goal

To seize every opportunity to deliver timely, actionable, and relevant recommendations, fully supported by detailed and nuanced findings that reflect the knowledge and expertise the Committee has been sharing, packaged together in a cohesive and balanced Year 2 report.
Timeline and Upcoming Deliverables

**July 22**
Full Committee meeting

**August 1**
Report writing shifted to Chair/support team

**August 8**
Executive summary and recommendations intro due from support team

**September 2**
Compiled, consistent, and cohesive report due from support team

**July 22-August 1**
**All members:** Provide additional feedback  
**Subcommittees:** Address remaining gaps, outstanding issues, interdependencies  
**Support staff:** Gathers comments and works with subcommittees to incorporate

**August 1-8**
**Subcommittees:** Provide input to support team, as requested  
**Chair:** Identifies items to be woven in or cut  
**Support staff:** Begins integration/synthesis of subcommittee materials; finalizes drafts of executive summary and recommendations intro

**August 8-September 2**
**All members:** Provide input to support team, as requested  
**Chair:** Directs support team  
**Support team:** Continues integration/synthesis; develops supplemental boxes, charts, and graphics
And the ecosystem keeps evolving...

- Regulatory action
- Legislation
- Budget process
- Other actors in the ecosystem